Voz di Paz - A Network for Peace

Influence on National Policies

- Conveying understanding of local realities to decision makers
- Recognition as trusted impartial facilitator
- Key actor in new deal process
- Facilitator of country-wide dialogue on root causes of conflict
- Member of commission for the national conference for reconciliation
- Facilitator of dialogue among armed forces
- Partner of the institute of National Defense

Over 6000 persons engaged

Peaceful conflict resolution at the local level

- Over 200 conflicts solved
- Earning legitimacy and respect within the community
- Improving trust between the people and state authorities
- Managing conflicts peacefully

In partnership with

Awareness raising and public debate across the country

- 34 community and national radios
- Educating for peace
- Educating for citizen engagement
- Denouncing malicious acts

Over 6000 broadcasts every year

Fostering a culture of dialogue
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Conveying understanding of national policies to the people

10 Regional Spaces for Dialogue

1000 venues for dialogue